FEATURES
LIVE VIDEO & AUDIO
Users can stream video files using only webcams
and microphones. This video conference software
provides all the benefits of face-to-face meetings,
plus the great advantage of not having to share
the same physical space as the other participants. Both the presenter and the participants
can share videos and hear each other, so the
communication will work smoothly.

WHITEBOARD FOR ANNOTATIONS
Presenters can share suggestive drawings and
sketches with the participants to the event. Every
user has the possibility to make changes on the
board, so the explanations will be more efficient.
Another utility for this annotation board is the
fact that any user can save the board and use it
in another conference if he needs to.

TEXT CHAT
This option is provided by video conference software in order to better communicate with your
stakeholders. As a presenter, you can enable or
disable this feature for the other participants to
the event. It also provides the possibility to
choose the text size.

SCREEN SHARING &
DESKTOP SHARING
One of the most important features of this video
conference software allows participants to the
event to see everything there is on your desktop
or on your screen. Using it you will have an easy
and reliable way to convince your clients or
employees by letting them see all sorts of presentations, statistics or surveys.

RECORDING AND SAVING
This feature enables on-demand view of a conference. The presenter has the possibility to record
multiple sessions for a single conference, set
rights for the on-demand view medium and save
the conference in his admin area. Recorded
sessions can be accessed by just clicking on a link
and all events will be dispatched chronologically
jjust as they took place during the conference, so
tthat
hat the "live" effect will be preserved.
With this feature
fe
provided by StreamingBASE
video conference
co
software, people that
didn´t m
make it to the live event can watch
the rec
recorded session on-demand whenever they
th want.

www.streamingbase.com

CONDUCT POLLS AND SURVEYS

CONTENT SHARING

This video conference software designed a
feature for situations in which fast answers to
important questions are needed. It is very useful
if you need to rapidly collect and analyze opinions
from your stakeholders, and also much cheaper.
You don´t have to contact a specialized company
in order to conduct an audit inside your company,
you can do that yourself using our video conference software.

StreamingBASE video conference software allows
you to share files from your computer or from the
library with the participants to your conference.
You don´t have to send the images to each
person individually because when you use this
option, the file will be loaded in the sharing panel
and everybody will see it.

DEFAULT LAYOUTS
D
A series of predetermined layouts are provided by
our video conference software, each of them
suitable for a different kind of event. All the
windows are scaled to the perfect dimension, but
we took in consideration your needs and allowed
you to resize any window you want.

CUSTOMIZABLE LAYOUT
C
If none of our default layouts is proper for yo
you,
just create your own layout. This video conferconfe
ence software allows you to easily choose whic
which
of the windows are necessary for your events an
and
manage them by selecting the right place an
and
size for each one.

SYNCHRONIZING
S
YNCHRONIZING LAYOUTS
SET CONFERENCE
ERENCE FEE
FE
EE
This option allows our clients to charge fees for
nts. This is an important option for
hosting events.
people engaged
ged in training or teaching activities.
Choosing thiss option
p
determines a win-win situant won´t have to worry about travel
tion: our client
travel-ing around or finding spaces large enough for
hosting a face-to-face
ce-to-face event. On the other side,
ustomers will find that solution really
our client´ customers
beneficial and cost-effective.

Choose this option if you want all the participan
participants
to share the same layout. If you are the organizer
organize
participants
and yyou change
g your
y
layout,
y
all the participan
p
p
will see the changes you´ve made. With synchro
synchrosoftnizing layouts feature, this video conference sof
participants
ware makes sure that none of the p
participan
p
won´t close any important window during th
the
event.
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